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Abstract
The embedding of a thick de Sitter 3-brane into a ve-dimensional bulk
spacetime is considered, by assuming that in the bulk a scalar eld with
potential that is a power of cosine of the scalar eld, is present. A class of
analytical solutions has been found in a closed form, which can represent a
thick de Sitter 3-brane interpolating two dynamical black holes with R  S4
topology. The gravitational eld is localized in a small region near the center
of the 3-brane. The analysis of graviton fluctuations shows that the spectrum
of the perturbations consists of a zeros mode and continuous modes, and
no mass gap exists. The zero mode is responssible for the four-dimensional
gravity localized on the 3-brane, while the continuous modes have only small





The idea that our universe is embedded in a higher dimensional world has received a
great deal of renewed attention over the last couple of years, see, for example, [1] and
references therein, mainly motivated by explaining the large dierence in magnitude between
the Planck and Electroweak scales [2,3], and by the possibility of solving the long-standing
cosmological constant problem [4]. According to the scenario, Standard Model physics is
conned on the 3-brane whereas gravity propagates in the whole bulk spacetime. Usually
bulk propagation of gravity is in contradiction with the observational fact that the four-
dimensional gravity satises the inverse-square Newtonian law. However, in the model
proposed by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [3], this problem was solved by invalidating one of
the common assumptions that our four-dimensional universe is independent of coordinates
in extra dimensions. In particular, by considering an innitely thin flat 3-brane embedded in
a ve-dimensional ant-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, RS showed that a single massless graviton
can be localized on the brane, which is responssible to produce the 4D gravity on the 3-brane,
while the massive modes only introduce small corrections to the Newtonian law.
Clearly, considering our four-dimensional universe as an innitely thin 3-brane is an ideal
case, and in more realistic models the thickness of the brane should be taken into account.
It is this reason that various thick 3-brane world models coupled with a scalar eld were
considered [5,6]. However, except for the models considered in [6], either naked singularities
appear at a nite distance from the center of the brane, or the scalar eld is with an unusual
potential. While the nature of these singularities is still unclear [5], one would like to avoid
their appearance, by starting with a potential induced from some high energy theories, such
as, Superstring, or Supergravity. It should be noted that once a scalar eld appears in the
bulk, other four-dimensional spacetimes, rather than the Minkowskian one [3], can appear.
Gremm [5], among others, investigated thick de Sitter (dS) and AdS 3-branes, and found
that, unlike the Minkowskian case [3], the spectra of purely gravitational perturbations
usually have a mass gap.
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In this paper, we shall consider the embedding of a thick dS 3-brane into a ve-
dimensional spacetime described by the metric,
ds2 = e2A(z)
{
dt2 − e2αtdx2 − dz2
}
, (1)
where z denotes the conform coordinate of the extra dimension with z 2 (−1,1), and
xµ = ft, xg, (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the usual four-dimensional Minkowskian coordinates. The
potential of the scalar eld to be considered here is assumed to take the form,







where V0 and n are arbitrary constants, subject to 0 < n < 1, and φ0  [3n(1 − n)]1/2.
This form of potential is quite similar to that proposed in [7] for weakly interacting pseudo-
Goldstone bosons.
We shall show that, when the scalar eld is the only source to the ve-dimensional
Einstein eld equations RMN − RGMN/2 = T φMN , thick brane solutions exist [Note that
in this paper we shall choose units such that M3 = 1/4, where M is the ve dimensional
Planck scale]. This thick brane model is distinguishable from the previous ones at least in
two respects: (1) The naked singularities usually appearing in the models now are replaced
by event horizons. The extension of the spacetime beyond these horizons gives rise to
dynamical back holes with a R  S4 topology. This is much in the same spirit of the so-
called asymmetrically warped model proposed in [8]. However, a fundamental dierence
between their model and ours is that in [8] the induced energy-momentum tensor (EMT) on
the brane violates all the three energy conditions, while in our case the weak and dominant
(but not the strong) energy conditions are satised in the whole bulk. In addition, in our
case no Lorentz violation occurs. (2) The spectrum of graviton fluctuations has no mass gap
[5], although the 3-brane is the four-dimensional dS space. As a result, the four-dimensional
gravity is restored on the brane, similar to the Minkowskian case [3]. A by-product of our
solutions is that the four-dimensional inflationary scenario is naturally incorporated into the
model.
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II. THICK BRANE SOLUTIONS AND DYNAMICAL BLACK HOLES
To show explicitly the above claims, let us start with the Einstein eld equations and
the corresponding Klein-Gordon equation GMNφ;MN = ∂V (φ)/∂φ, which can be shown that
there are now only two independent equations [5],
A00 + A02 − α2 = −1
6
(
φ02 + 2e2AV (φ)
)
, (3)
A02 − α2 = 1
12
(
φ02 − 2e2AV (φ)
)
, (4)
where a prime denotes ordinary dierentiation with respect to z. Integrating these equations,
we nd the solutions,
A = −n ln [cosh(βz)] , φ = φ0 arcsin [tanh(βz)] , (5)
where, in terms of V0 and n, the constants α and β are given via the relations α
2 = n2β2 =
2nV0/[3(1 + 3n)]. As is well-known, the EMT for a scalar eld is energetically equivalent to














(rφ)2 − 2V (φ)
]
= − 4nV0
(1 + 3n) cosh2(1−n)(βz)
, (6)
which shows clearly that the thick 3-brane is localized in the region jzj  0, and the corre-
sponding EMT satises the weak and dominant energy conditions, but not the strong one.
On the other hand, restoring the units, one can show that the reduced four-dimensional










which is nite for any n 2 (0, 1), where Γ(m) denotes the gamma function.
To further study the above solutions, let us note the similarity between the above solu-
tions and the ones of thick domain walls in 4D spacetimes studied in [9]. Thus, to simplify
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our studies of the above solutions, we shall follow a similar line provided in the 4D case,
and shall rst show that in the two cases the spacetimes share similar physical and geo-
metrical properties. It should be noted that this is not always the case. For example, the
5D Schwarzchild black hole in the RS model turns the AdS horizon into spacetime cur-
vature singularity [10], while in the AdS/CFT correspondence [11] the AdS horizon gets
also replaced with a naked singularity, although in the latter case the singularity can be
removed by lifting to ten dimensions or via Superstring [12]. Similar to the 4D case, one can
show that now all the scalars built from the Riemann tensor are nite in the whole bulk,
−1 < xM <1, (M = 0, 1, ..., 4). Thus, the spacetime described by the above solutions are
free of scalar singularities [13]. However, for the cases where 1/2 < n < 1, the hypersurfaces
jzj = 1 actually represent non-scalar spacetime singularities, as the tidal forces experienced
by a freely falling observer become unbounded there. To show that this is indeed the case,
let us consider the time-like geodesics perpendicular to the 3-brane, which can be shown to









where E denotes the total energy of the test particles and τ their proper time. From EM(0)
we can construct other four space-like unit vectors that are parallelly transported along







αtδMi , (i = 1, 2, 3), which satisfy the relations,
EM(A);NE
N




(B)GMN = ηAB. Projecting the Riemann tensor into this orthogo-
nal frame, we nd that some of its components, which represent the tidal forces, become




(1− n)E2 − cosh−2n(βz)
}
. (8)
It is interesting to note that the distortion, which is equal to the twice integral of the
tidal forces with respect to dτ , is nite as the hypersurfaces jzj = 1 approach. In this
sense, the singularities at these surface is weak [14]. When 0 < n  1/2, these surfaces
represent horizons. This can be seen, for example, by calculating the proper distance in the
perpendicular direction to the brane, which is nite. Thus, in this latter case the spacetime
need to be extended beyond these surfaces. However, because of the reflection symmetry of
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the spacetime, it is sucient only to consider the extension across the surface z = 1. To
do this, let us rst consider the coordinate transformations,
v = α−1e−α(t+z), u = α−1eα(t−z), (9)


























The coordinate transformations (9) hold only in the region v  0, u  0. Thus, in the
whole uv-plane, in general we obtain three extended regions, as shown by Figs.1 and 2. The
singular properties of the spacetime in these extended regions depend on the free parameter
n. In particular, when n−1 is an integer, the extension is analytic across the hypersurfaces
u = 0 and v = 0. Otherwise, it is at the best maximal. As a matter of fact, when
n = (2l)/(2m+ 1), where l and m are integers, the metric in the extended regions becomes
complex, which indicates that the above extension does not apply to this case. In the rest
of this paper, we shall consider only the case where n−1 is an integer. This can be in turn
divided into two cases, a) n−1 = 2l + 1 and b) n−1 = 2l. Let us consider them separately.
When n = (2l+1)−1, (l = 1, , 2..), from Eqs.(10) and (11) we can see that the spacetime
becomes singular on the hypersurfaces uv = α−2 in the regions II and II 0, which are
represented by the horizontal lines AB and CD in Fig. 1. The center of the 3-brane is the
vertical line bd, while the line ac represents an identical 3-brane in the extended region I 0.
In the right (left) hand side of the vertical line bd ( ac), we have z  0, the extension of which
across the hypersurface z = −1 is identical to the one across the surface z = 1. Thus,
a geodesically maximal spacetime in this case consists of innite 3-branes in the horizontal















FIG. 1. The Penrose diagram for the case n = (2l + 1)−1, where l is an integer.
When n = (2l)−1, (l = 1, , 2..), from Eqs.(10) and (11) we can see that the spacetime
is free of any kind of singularities in all the uv-plane. Thus, the geodesically complete
spacetime now consists of innite diamonds, as shown by Fig.2. Each diamond is quite
similar to the Rindler spacetime.
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FIG. 2. The Penrose diagram for the case n = (2l)−1, where l = 1, 2, ....
It is remarkable to note that the requirement that the extension be analytic automatically
restricts the parameter n to the range 0 < n  1/2, only in which we have shown that the
surfaces jzj = 1 represent event horizons.












(u− v) + α2vx2
]
,
X = α2vx, (12)






α2(R2 − T 2)
]1/n}−2n (
dT 2 − dR2 − R2dΩ23
)
,
φ = φ0 arcsin

1− [α
2(R2 − T 2)]1/n
1 + [α2(R2 − T 2)]1/n

 , (13)
where dΩ23 denotes the metric on the unity three-sphere with its intrinsic coordinates θ, ϕ
and ψ. The spherical coordinates R, θ, ϕ and ψ are related to the Minkowskian coordinates
X, Z in the usual sense. In particular, from Eq.(12) we nd that
R2 − T 2 = −uv, (14)
from which we can see that the hypersurface z = 0 or uv = −α−2 is a bubble with a constant
acceleration. This is quite similar to the 4D case [15]. Thus, the spacetime in the present
case actually has the R S4 topology.
III. GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATIONS
The analysis of the metric fluctuations in general is very complicate because of their
coupling to the ones of the scalar eld. This is particularly true when the four-dimensional
spacetime is curved, as in the present case. However, as argued by Gremm in [5], the
scalar fluctuations should be similar to the metric ones. Then, one can make a qualitative
estimation for the metric fluctuations as done in the 4D flat case [5]. Following Gremm, let







where gµν denotes the 4D background metric, and hµν the metric perturbations with jhµν j 
1. Then, it can be shown that the transverse traceless parts, hµν , of the metric fluctuations
satisfy the equation
(
−∂2z + VQM(z)− k2
)
Ψµν(z) = 0, (16)
where hµν = e
−3(αt+A)/2ρk(t,x)Ψµν(z) with ρk(t,x) satisfying the equation gµν∂µ∂νρk(t,x) =
−k2ρk(t,x), and the eective potential VQM(z) is given by
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Clearly, VQM(z) ! 0, as jzj ! 1. Thus, in the present case there is no mass gap, although
the 4D spacetime background gµν is curved. Setting x = tanh(βz), we nd that Eq.(16)
takes the standard Legendre dierential equation{
(1− x2)∂2x − 2x∂x +
[




Ψ(x) = 0, (18)
with ν  3n/2 and µ2  −k2/β2, where in writing the above equation we had dropped the
indices on Ψ. The general solution of the above equation is given by
Ψ(x) = C1P
µ
ν (x) + C2Q
µ
ν(x), (19)
where P µν (x) and Q
µ
ν (x) denote the associated Legendre functions of the rst and second
kinds, respectively. When k2 < 0 or µ real, P µν (x) and Q
µ
ν (x) are singular at jxj = 1(or jzj =
1). Thus, the regular conditions at jxj = 1 for the perturbations exclude this possibility.
When k = 0, P µν (x) and Q
µ
ν (x) reduce to the Legendre polynomials of the rst and second
kinds, Pν(x) and Qν(x), respectively, and the latter is still singular at jxj = 1. Thus, the
regular conditions at jxj = 1 requires C2 = 0, and then from Eq.(19) we obtain
Ψ0(x) = C1Pν(x), (k = 0) (20)




2 dx = nite. Then, following a similar argument as given in
[3,6], one can show that this zero mode will give rise to the 4D gravity on the 3-brane. The
case where k2 > 0 corresponds to a continuous spectrum of eigenfunctions that asymptote
to plane waves at the limit jzj ! 1. Similarly, one can show that these modes will produce
small corrections to the Newtonian law, like in the flat 4D case [3,6].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered the embedding of the 4D de Sitter spacetime into a 5D
bulk, in which a scalar eld with potential given by Eq.(2) is present. A class of analytical
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solutions has been obtained in a closed form, which represents a thick de Sitter 3-brane
interpolating two dynamical black holes with their R  S4 topology. The thick brane is
mainly localized in the region where jzj  0. The analysis of graviton fluctuations show
that the spectrum of the perturbations consists of a zeros mode and continuous modes.
There doesn’t exist mass gap, although the background is the 4D de Sitter spacetime. The
zero mode is responssible for the production of the 4D gravity on the 3-brane, while the
continuous modes have only small corrections to the inverse-square Newtonian law.
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